Changes proposed for dining options
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There are on campus employees, over the compulsory club plans fee, even though this would eliminate the present dining hall fees. Browning pointed out, in conclusion, that the final decision regarding committee options would be left up to the house.

In other dining service matters, most of the house representatives on the committee wanted to see an end to the present dining hall fees, which are a combination of a fee for the privilege of going off campus, a common subsidy, and a charge for having a dining hall in the house. The committee would at least like to see this fee restructured and redistributed. The group is also faced with deciding on an acceptable increase in price of common next year, in light of higher food costs.

The committee hopes to have its final report early for presentation to the Corporation Council by the middle of May. Any suggestions or comments are always welcome.

UA discusses revival of Spring Weekend
(Continued from Page 1)

A concern of many of those interested is approximately $11,000 plus additional expenses involved in starting Rockwell Cup, which sells over 1000 tickets per weekend. Tickets would be in the $5 to $8 range, which is competitive with prices throughout Boston. Ticket sales would open to Brandeis students and their dates first, and if necessary, sales would then be open to other students in the area.

Although no Saturday plans have been worked out, the committee hopes to have the report ready for presen- with Diana Rigg

The Student Center Committee is looking into the possibility of publishing a campus newsletter to keep the lobby areas and function rooms of the building. If you have any interest or ideas concerning the furniture, or if you would like to contribute, please leave your name at x3-7974 or x3-3913.

The Office of the Dean for Student Afaids is now accepting applications from graduate students for teaching positions in the Humanities Tutoring Program. Students should have at least one year of graduate work at MIT and have a good command of another university as a graduate student. The office will be the central office for graduate studies at MIT and students may obtain more information from x3-3913.

With the financial aid office staff notes that a number of current aid recipients have failed to apply for continuing assistance in 1973-74. This notice is to serve as a reminder that forms due were on January 19 and must be submitted to financial aid sources only.

The Financial Aid Office stated that a number of current aid recipients have not filed applications for continuing assistance in 1973-74. This notice is to serve as a reminder that forms due were on January 19 and must be submitted to financial aid sources only.
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